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Slip Rates

Paleoseismic Rates

a-priori  Rupture Rates 
(e.g. Parkfield, close-to-UCERF2)

Smoothing

Magnitude Distribution

UCERF3 Inversion Ingredients



Rupture Set

Equation Set

250,000 to 300,000 ruptures

A f = d

rate of each rupture



Keep change
transition probability high early in annealing 

process, lowers with each iteration

non-negativity constraint enforced here

Inverse problem solved with a 
simulated annealing algorithm

A f = d

Start with initial solution

Pick one rupture, perturb rate

Compute change in misfit

Maybe keep change

Repeat...

better? worse?



+

mapped faults (inversion)

=

Total UCERF3 rates
background (from 

smoothed seismicity)

Inversion solves for “on-fault” earthquake rates only



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Distinction between “On-fault and “Off-fault” Seismicity

Combine Geodetic and Rupture Rate Inversions into 
“Grander Inversion”

The most important issues, according to Morgan

Other Topics

Treatment of Creep

Paleo Hiatus



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Misfits are telling us about fundamental inconsistencies in data and/or model 
parameterization

Individual branches have total 
moment rates ranging from 79% to 
115% of the total on-fault target 
moment. 

Mean UCERF3 underpredicts the 
target moment rate by 1.3%.

Too much moment on faults?



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Misfits vary dramatically 
depending on the logic tree 

branch (slip rate misfits alone 
vary by over a factor of 10)

In general, better fitting branches 
allow more slip in large 

earthquakes or more total 
earthquakes

= better fitting branch

= worse fitting branch



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Event rates on the Southern San Andreas tend to underpredict 
paleoseismic data

We can get rates 
within the 95% 

confidence 
bounds, but at cost 

to the slip-rate fit 

Problem may not be confined to San Andreas

More moderate-sized events on SSAF would improve both paleoseismic and slip-rate 
fits, but regional magnitude distribution limits total number of moderate-sized events



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Increasing connectivity would improve data fits

Maximum Magnitude

Maximum Magnitude

Maximum magnitude is determined 
by the largest allowed rupture on 

each fault

Connectivity is highly spatially 
variable



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Increasing connectivity would improve data fits In some areas of the 
state, depending on 

the branch, 
maximum off-fault 

magnitude is higher 
than maximum on-

fault magnitudeM7.5-8 M≥8



All the faults that link up with the Cucamonga fault 
(This is not an earthquake)
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Figure: Peter Powers

A more connected fault results in 
lower hazard (more moment in 

largest earthquakes means fewer 
moderate earthquakes)

Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Connectivity changes the local magnitude distribution and hazard



Explore/Understand Systematic Data Misfits

Hazard and loss are sensitive to things that are not well-constrained . . . 

• Long term seismicity rate 
• Total seismic moment on faults 
• Maximum magnitude on faults / connectivity

Porter, Field, and Milner (2017)

 . . . and changing them 
could improve data misfits



Distinction between “On-fault and “Off-fault” Seismicity

Maximum Magnitude

Maximum Magnitude

Connectivity is highly spatially variable in UCERF3 (and in some places Mmax is 
higher in the off-fault seismicity)

Currently there is an artificial distinction between on-
fault and off-fault seismicity

This affects local magnitude distributions



Distinction between “On-fault and “Off-fault” Seismicity

Maximum Magnitude

Maximum Magnitude

Connectivity is highly spatially variable in UCERF3 (and in some places Mmax is 
higher in the off-fault seismicity)

Currently there is an artificial distinction between on-
fault and off-fault seismicity

This affects local magnitude distributions
 

 

Litchfield et al. (2017)

There is 
probably more 
connectivity 
than we think, 
not less!

Local connectivity is much more 
important than having the 
correct set of ruptures
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Distinction between “On-fault and “Off-fault” Seismicity

UCERF3 did not actually go overboard with long multi-fault ruptures



Distinction between “On-fault and “Off-fault” Seismicity

UCERF3 did not actually go overboard with long multi-fault ruptures

Slip-rate changes, coupling coefficient, and statewide magnitude distribution actually 
already reduce rates of fault jumps significantly



Actually, we should probably go even further with fault linkages 
UCERF3 is much better than UCERF2, but more connectivity still needed in some parts 
of state

The simplest fix:  
Connector faults could be drawn in parts of the state with 
poor connectivity

Or, is there a way to allow ruptures to “run 
off the ends” of the faults?

Even better: 
Remove the false dichotomy between 
“on-fault” and off-fault” earthquakes

Maximum Magnitude

Maximum Magnitude

Distinction between “On-fault and “Off-fault” Seismicity



Combine Geodetic and Rupture Rate Inversions into 
“Grander Inversion”

UCERF3 methodology: 
Geodetic inversion gives slip rates which are then used as “data” in “grand inversion” for 
rupture rates

By combining into one inversion, we can better match the raw geodetic/geologic data and 
honor slip-rate tradeoffs



D fr = vs

Combine Geodetic and Rupture Rate Inversions into 
“Grander Inversion”

UCERF3 methodology: 
Geodetic inversions give slip rates which are then used as “data” in “grand inversion” for 
rupture rates

By combining into one inversion, we can better match the raw geodetic/geologic data and 
honor slip-rate tradeoffs

Instead of: A vs = d geodetic inversion for slip rates

slip rates geodetic & geologic data

A D fr = d

“grand” inversion for rupture rates

rupture rates

Combine inversions: “grander” inversion for rupture rates 
directly from geodetic/geologic data

followed by

slip rates



Treatment of Creep

Aseismicity Coupling Coefficient
Reduces Rupture Area Reduces Slip Rate

Results in Lower Magnitudes Results in Lower Rates



Treatment of Creep

Weldon et al. (2013), UCERF3-TI Appendix D

We need to adjust surface-creep measurements to get depth-averaged creep.
Getting the correct moment-rate reduction
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Treatment of Creep

How to model creep (in a 1D model)

Slip Deficit

Creep

de
pt

h

slip rate

Creep

Slip Deficit

C
re

ep

de
pt

h

slip rate

• How aseismicity was modeled in UCERF2 
(apart from the creeping section)


• Gives a lower magnitude for a given 
rupture length 


• Applicable if recurrence time for a section 
is driven by the slip rate at a depth where 
it is 100% seismic

• Results in longer recurrence times

• Limits the amount which highly 

creeping faults can link with other faults

Reduction in Area

(aseismicity factor)

Reduction in Slip Rate

(coupling coefficient)



model as:

This makes sense if the recurrence time is driven by the slip rate at a fully seismic 
depth, and if these low creep rates do not limit rupture jumping.  This methodology 
also represents a minimal departure from UCERF2. 

Low-creep faults are modeled as a reduction of area:

The likely “true” distribution of creep is heterogeneous with depth and beyond our model simplifications.  So 
we must do our best to model them within the confines of our model.

Slip Deficit

Creep

de
pt

h

slip rate

Creep

Reduction in Area

(aseismicity factor)

Treatment of Creep



Reduction of slip rate cuts reduces the rate of earthquakes rupturing through the creeping 
section.

High-creep faults are modeled as both a reduction in slip rate and a reduction in area:

model as:

Area reduction saturates at 90%.  Remaining moment reduction comes from slip rate.

Slip 
Deficitde

pt
h

slip rate

slip-rate 
reduction

area 
reduction

This provides a smooth transition between our 2 ways of modeling aseismicity.

Treatment of Creep



• “Rainbow” distribution of creep data along strike with maximum in creeping section

• Parkfield M6 earthquake magnitudes

Want to match: 

• Moment rate reductions implied by creep rate database & slip rate models are weird and highly variable

• Need an average of 70% area reduction in Parkfield to get correct magnitude for Parkfield ruptures 

Moment rate reductions implied by creep rate database & slip rate models highly variable

• In UCERF2 Parkfield was hand-tuned to be 80% aseismic

However:

UCERF3

Treatment of Creep

Modeling the San Andreas Creeping Section and Parkfield
The Parkfield Problem

Tong et al. (2013)



Hayward 1868

Parkfield 1966
Morgan Hill 1984

Parkfield 2004

Hough and Martin, 2015

Treatment of Creep

Magnitude-Length scaling relationships don’t work well on creeping faults



Harris, 2017

Parkfield 1966

Morgan 

Hill 1984 

Parkfield 2004

Treatment of Creep

Hayward 1868

Parkfield 1966
Morgan Hill 1984

Parkfield 2004

Hough and Martin, 2015

Magnitude-Length scaling relationships don’t work well on creeping faults
When aseismicity is greater than 20%, slip is obtained from area, not length.

Although Parkfield is still a bit 
of an outlier, which is why it 
requires hand-tuning.



UCERF3

Peak moment-rate reduction in creeping 
section is 98 percent (including an 80% 
reduction in slip rate)

Creep-reduced 
slip rates

Slip rate (mm/yr)

“Wall-to-wall” San Andreas ruptures that extend from the (center of) 
SAF-Offshore to the SAF-Coachella section: every 150,000 years

Ruptures that extend from SAF-North Coast to SAF-Mojave 
South section: every 2,500 years

Ruptures that extend (just barely) through the Creeping section, from 
SAF-Parkfield to SAF-Santa Cruz: 900 years

If the inversion was able to match slip rates on the 
creeping section better, rates of through-going ruptures 
would be even lower.

Treatment of Creep

The San Andreas Creeping Section



Correcting for what we don’t know

Aseismicity
Reduces Rupture Area

Default aseismicity of 10% where we don’t have data  
(average value over faults where we have creep measurements)

Treatment of Creep



We would like to avoid hand-tuning of Parkfield and 
Creeping section, just fit data directly

We need better constraints on rate of thorough-
going ruptures

How much do highly creeping faults arrest rupture 
propagation?

Currently rate of through-going ruptures is primarily 
controlled by amount of moment on faults and long-
term seismicity rate assumed

We might need more sophisticated scaling relations with a 
parameter for amount of creep

Treatment of Creep



UCERF3 paleoseismic sites

No ruptures since 1918 at 31 paleoseismic sites
An abnormally quiet century on the major faults in California

Graphic: Dave Jackson

Given rates of events at paleoseismic sites, hiatus precludes independent Poisson or lognormal 
earthquake occurrence

But the timing of paleo-events may be correlated between (even distant) sites

Paleoseismic data “virtually rule out” a similar hiatus in the 
past 1000 years (Biasi and Scharer, 2019)

Paleo Hiatus



UCERF3-TD Number of Paleo Eqs per Century
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generic 100-year period, paleo-seismically visible rate

UCERF3-TD 
1919-2019, paleo-seismically visible rate

Chance of 0: 0.5%

Chance of 0: 1.7%

includes 
elastic 

rebound 
effects

UCERF3-ETAS Number of Paleo Eqs per Century
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Paleo Hiatus



Chance of 100-year hiatus sometime in generic 1000-year period: 28%

More critical parameters could make hiatus more likely
Or, less periodic earthquake recurrence at individual sites Implies 

CoV of 
0.5-0.7 
at sites

UCERF3 Aperiodicity Values

}

Is a 3.5% chance sufficient to explain the hiatus?
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